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Rethinkinþ the ÉIome:and Rejecting the Pase A Feminist
Reading öf Najat'El Hachmi's Llittim p øtriarca
Kathryn Everly
Syracuse UniversÍty
1l

is a matter of realizing that home was an illusion of coherence,and safety based on the exclusion of specific histories of oppression
and resistance.
Chandra Talpade Mohanty

'not being home'

Recent criticism o! Naj¡! El Hachmi's awqrd wínning novel L'últim patriarca
(zoo8) has focused on'the.pioblematic asslmi.latign of Moroccan immigrants
in Spain,gnfl the diffcult, if not lmpossible, negoiiatigns of national identity.
Beatriz Celaya-Carrillo anqlyzes El Hechmi's writing as an important voice that
counteÉs falsg notipns oJtþlerancg.a¡.d "acceptance" of immigrants círculated ín
thê SpànÍsh press. Her focus 9n language and c.ultural difterence echoes Cristíán
Ricci's rese-aich on El Hàchmi's
literary proiect that he sees as a means to forge
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6athryn Çvçrlyjs- Profgqsor.of Spanish l[tgrature,gnd culture at Syracuse University. She has published
History, Violence, and the .flypeng.ol:.Representations of Culture in the Contempordry Spanísh Novel
with Purdue Univers¡ty presi ¡ñ zoiö'and ió-wrote Intrigas: Advanced Spanish Through L¡terature
arid Fílm published'with'V¡stàs Hiþher. tearning ín 2012. är zon she pubtished llmmigiant ldentity
and..lntertextuality.in.lJrfltim pøtríarta, by,Najat el Hachmi", in Cuaderno lnternocîonal de Estudíos
l'{gmgníqticos.y.titerøturø (CIEHL) and in uofl ¡'Mascullnit¡ War, and Marriageín La plaça del Didmdnt
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a Amazigh-catalan identity through writíng. Ríccí affrms that

Kathryn

the novel allows

to see how "la autora traspasa los patrones transculturales de confrontación
a través de la diferencia" (73). Jessica Folkart opens the discussion to include
the female body as a site of national identity anddemarcation in her analysis of
the novel and claims: "L'últîm patríarca examines the complexities of immígrant
identity through a focus on language and the body as the spatial battleground of
patríarchal power and national identification" (¡ts). The intertwining of nation,
identity, and gender come to the forefront of the novel, but it can be read as ultimately a feminist statement that places autonomy on women's ability to destroy
and rewrite cultural ínstitutions dominant in both Berber and Catalan societies.
ln this essay, I analyze the novel as a feminist manifesto that places female índependence, both sexual and socíal, above historícal notions of nation, tradition,
and family. Female índependence is ultimately achieved in the novelthrough the
destructíon of embedded stereotypes of the home, located symbolically within
the confines of a house or apartment and metaphorically in patriarchal family
us
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Chandra Talpade Mohanty asserts that a large part of the succes¡ of feminist globalization is to establish connections between very disparate'women's
experiences. The feminist agenda of El Hachmi's novel rests not on difference
but on creating a femínist, universal connection to women's oppression beyond
western ideological confines. Mohanty also expresses the need for feminist activists and scholars to realize that the dismantling of specific cultural constructions
that have traditíonally hindered women's freedoms, such as marriage, the labor
force, and family, will come with the price of pain and separation. Her claim that
western concepts of home are largely based on an illusion of "coherence and
safety" that ígnores larger questions of female oppression serves as the basís
for this reading of L'últim partriarca. ln the novel, the destruction of the home
líterally and figuratívely rips the young female protagonist from her family unit
yet simultaneously grants her freedom from patriarchal oppression that has up
to that point defined her existence.
Women's identíty in postwar Spain was largely formulated by the national rhetoric of the Sección Femenina promoted by pilar prímo de Rivera and
bolstered under Francisco Franco's díctatorship. women's duty to rebuild spain
after the civil war stemmed from daily household activities such as cleaning, cooking, and educating their children according to Catholic doctrine. Championed
as pious, virtuous figures of purity, women found their identity also depended
on complete sexual submíssion to male desires yet simultaneously they were to
make a conscious effort to tame their own "unclean" sexuality. These traits were
expressed in the figure of the óngel del hogar, the thrífty homemaker, satísfied to
work for no pay and maintain a clean, pure, Catholic home always at the service
of her husband and country. As Carmen Martín Gaíte describes, female submission to men was ubíquitous and final: "El hombre era un núcleo permanente dê
referencia abstracta para aquellas ejemplares penélopes condenadas a coser,
a callar y a esperar" (lÐ.ln L'últím patríarca, the destructíon of the t¡:aditional
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feminine horne and the figure of the dngel del hogar precipitates the destruction
of the patríarch and by extension patriarchy. Thus, home ånd homeland become
íntertwined ín a novel that uses overt female sexuality to defy the father and
destroy patriarch_al:language, rþetorÍc, and ídeology.
. Hgme is an ideplogí.cal space of rejection and awakçni¡g in Najat El Hachmi,s
utiltím patrlarg,a; itis alsg a lheorized itate of being that
catalan lan"ñur".å,
gLfagg,a{,an identily marker. Not only is the homã reinvented
in the novel to
celebratê female independence, inverting tradítional notions of entrapment and
enclosure, but also the pr:otagonist's:home.establíshed at the end of the novel
destroys -the patriarch, sy,mbqlica lly,rgndering female id entity s uperíor to dsmínant castílian, cata.lan, and even. her native Moroccan natíonality. However, the
text:also can be read as.an:appropríation of catalan language and culture. As
Jçssica Folkart points,out "[g],iven that language is an ínstrument of power, the
fact that this novel, is written in catalan, rather than Tamazight, the author,s and
the protagonist's first language, or castilian, the dominani language of spaín,
articulates a conscious identification with catalonia,, (36o). The intãrtextuality
woyen throughout ¡t-he novel ,citing celebr-ated catalan women wrÍters, Víctor
Català and Mercè.Rodoreda, as well as the.focus on language as a means to forge
a new identity,.as sçenrin the protagonistls habit of reading the catalan dictio-

nary point to a co¡icientious adoption of Catalan identit! that topples both

the Tamazight þer,itage of thé patriarch and the Castilían.dominance of the host
country 5pain. several recent works of critíc¡sm tackle the disparate, compellíng,
and complex themes of imrnígratíon, assÍmil¿tion, and appropriation of otheiness.'However, the studies of líterary and cínematic representations of immigration in spain have only touched on the particular plightof women immÍgranti. tn
thís study oÍ uúltírn patríarca,l explore the author,i conceptualization of home
as a site of simultaneous construction and deconstruction of specific cultural
attitudes. El Hachmifs novel pre5ents immígration as a source of liberation for
women in two ways: through the geographícal and psychological embracing of
movement and mobilíty and through the overt exploratíon of sexualíty. Both
of these actions, inovement and sex, dísmantle culiural concepts of home and,
espçcially for wornen, the'rupture from the domestic sphere produces a radical
change in behavior. chandra Talpade Mohanty,s theoríes about the fear and víolence assocíated with breaking away from the oppressíve patriarchal home help
to explain the sexualaggression in the novel. Homi Bhabha,s focus on the intersectionality of home and movement as a weavíng together of two cultures also
reveals the necessary break from the past that immigrants face when leaving
one home, with all of the social, hÍerarchical, economical, and cultural baggagã
ín tow, to establísh another.
Language and Home
,Jessica Folkart's excellent tour de force article on the novel unpacks
complex theoretícal constructions includÍng liminal states, corporality, and
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nationalíty. Her ínsíghtful use of the ímage of a folded map can be applíed to the
idea of the home. She writes:
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lf spain and North Africa have long been perceived as mírror images,
wherein foldíng the map figures cultural unity-or conquest-what interests me most is that fold where the page is scored. The fold marks a frontier space of líminalíty fraught with the tensions of doubling and difference
in the process of immigration. (354)
The home serves as this kínd of limínal space ín the sense that the threshold of
the doorway ís symbolic of ínteríor and exterior, private and public, female and
male spaces. The doorway is eíther open or closed and can be locked by those
in power, thus the threshold is a líminal space as well and the home becomes a
space of "doubling and difference" of female identity. Language becomes problematíc as it ís revealed as an inadequate tool of female eiprelsíon, especially
from the doubly marginalized space of the female immigrant. How can language,
a patriarchal structure, accurately represent women's experíence? Feminist
scholars and writers have often asked this question and have answere&with
theories of writing such as écriture fémínine and embracíng silence as a form of
expression. However, while El Hachmí's text struggles with these very questíons,
the focus on the protagonist's acquísitíon of Catalan foregrounds the si-ríft ín her
self awareness.

National languages as forms of patriarchal language have always been
problematic representatíons of female experience. ln The Return of the Moor,
Daniela Flesler discusses at length the ímportance of language to natíonal and
regíonal ídentity in catalonia (¡0-s+). However she goes a step further and questions the valídíty of language Ín general to adequately represent the ímmigrant
experience. she points out the diffculty in representing women,s e*perÈnce
through the testimonial genre ín such works as "Fátima de los naufragìos,, and
'1La piel de Marcelinda" both by Lourdes ortiz, and por la vía deTarifl(t999), a
collection of short storíes by Nieves García Benito. These works explore immigra-

tion, loss, a-nd otherness through displaced and doubly marginalized Ímmigrant
women characters yet the authors in these cases are highly educated spãnísh
women. Likewise, Maryanne Leone discusses the appropriation of immigrant
identities into western canonical images that ,,results in a performance of ethnic erasure" (452). rhese texts function somewhat like the testímony genre in
that an underrepresented point of view is brought to light through recontextualization and ultimately will circulate widely through literary þublications,
which implies certain socíaland economic influences. This brings to mínd Gayatri
spivak's claim that the subaltern cannot truly speak for the margínalized voice
since is always medíated through multiple discourses (publishers, translators,
domÍnant language) in order to be represented withín a mainstream or academic regíster. Flesler extends thís warníng to any text written about immigrant
experience, even those wrítten by immigrants themselves when she salJthat

Kathryn Ever

analyses of these texts 'fshogJd always be aware of the entrapments of taking a
text to be a transparent mediur¡ of representation that gíves us direct access to
the exper:ience of a ho-mogeneous and commensurabf e iommunity,, (r9+).
. Therefo¡.e evgry,tgx! !s a construction inevitabl¡4 mediated úy the econoryic influence 9f publiçqtion and dístribution that reflects the consumers, control
over cultural production through demand. However, certain works written by
women'í¡migl:ant5,from a doubly marginalized posítion can províde unique insight into the duplicitous nature of ídentity and unfaÍr assumptions about female
sexuality malde by both theír native and adopted cultures. lf not direct access to
a

j'hom9gçneous and commensurable com.munity;,,.texts by,women immigrants

do províde access tg an individuaJ,female experience. ln El Hachmi,s casã, her

condemnation of patriarchy extends beyond geographical, social, and generational boúiìdaries, proví$ing a unique picture of ã particular female experíence that
p.resents,a new voi.ce.in contemporary spanish literature. Furthermbre, immigratíon texts written by,:lvomen offer insight into a global feminist context akín to
chandra Tqlpade Mohanty's rlfeminism without borders,t that ís changíng the
f,qce of spanísh feminísnr. No lo¡ger ís feminism in spain rooted in politicaì and
social events of the past, such;as the second Republic or the spanísh cívil war,
but women writing about their own migration decentralízes female experience
from a specific national context and suggests a more inclusive female iolídarity
that embraces global citizenship.instead of fighting resident ghosts from the
past.

To understand female expeÍience is to celebrate the differences in personal histories and avoid the temptqtion to lump together groups into neat categories for easier anqlys[s.,Mohanty talks about the need to individualíze women,s
experience and locate ít wíthin a.partícular time and space. ln Fernínism wíthout
Borders she points to the negative results of western femínism appropriating
Third:world women's experience for the,sake of female solÍdaríty and ,,sisterhood.l:.She explains;.llsisterhood cannot be assumed on the basís of gender; it
must be forged, in concrete hístorical and political practíce and analy-sis,' (z+).
Therefore we can think of varied.and numerous versions of feminism that span
the globe each with a story that. is different yet complimentary. The specific
femíniÉt writing comingout,of Spain that addresses the particular sítuatíons of
Moroccan immigr:an!.womeq reyea.ls the importance of cultural understandíng
that western readers,and çritÍcs can exercise when approachíng these texts. El
Hachmi brings a unique. voice'to lhe chorus of women writers in spain because
her femínism is anchore.d ín painful rupture with the past and with traditíon, particularly with the idea of home.l
ln El Hachmi's novel the movement from what ís assumed to be Nador (a
small town in Morocco) to Vic becomes a process of self-realization; first for the
narrator's father, Mímoun, and then for the narrator herself when the family
later joins him. The nameless daughter narrates the two parts of the novel that
structurally divide the male and female experience of immigration and assímilation. In the first part she tells the storv of her father'ç childhnnd in l\rtnrnrrn ¡nâ
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hís consequent role as one in a long line of patríarchs; a role that defines him
even when he mígrates to Catalonia. The narration mixes memories of herfather
wíth speculation and doubt, which suggests the grandiosefigure of the patr¡arch
is created as much from family legend as from his actions. The second part of the
novel recounts the daughter's own experience of physical and emotional suffering caused as much by her father as by the gender hierarchy and xenophobia
she experiences as an ímmígrant, yet the novel concludes wíth a drastic decision
that will dísmantle the power of the family patriarch forever.
The relocation of home as both a domestíc Space and an ideology of belongíng thrusts the entire family unit into a chaotic situation of re-identification or
what Homí Bhabha descrÍbes as unhomelíness: "the conditíon of extra-terrjtoríal
and cross-cultural initiations" (9). The home becomes a place where tradition
clashes wíth acculturation as the immigrant family unit tries to either assímilate
or resíst the changes instigated by their mobilíty and forced upon them in the
host culture. The domest¡c space becomes a kind of iail for the young protagonist and she eventually breaks away and makes an effort to establish her own
"home." The hierarchÍcal power structures of marriage work to bridge cultural
traditions in Nador and Vic because overríding religious and social norrns dictate
the young woman's social development and irohibit movement from t'he male's
house. ln the novel, the narrator tries to break free from herfamily by leaving her
home, having a clandestine relationship, and later marryíng a man of her choice.
However, her efforts to build a new home under the marriage contract quickly
result in a home that is a mere replica of her parents' home, which she sought to
abandon. She finds herself trapped in an unsuccessful marriage and betrayed in
her own home. When she divorces and finally moves to a space she will occupy
alone, we see the complete dismantlíng of the homê as a feminízed space of

domesticity and privacy. The transgression of public/private and maleffemale
boundaries of power and sexuality that define the scope of the novel forces the
reader to reimagine the traditional relationship between gender and home.
Bhabha's notíon of unhomeliness is rooted in the intersection of mobility,
movement, and culture. The ability to move in a literal sense and in a figurative
sense of boundary crossing comes to the forefront in the first part of the novel
when the narrator recounts her father's emigration to Spain and notes that his
travels are contrasted wíth his wífe's stasis and inertia. The narrator tells of her
parents' marriage and her father's desire to "domestícate" his wife, which we
understand as the need to tame her will and assure that she will serve only him
publically and privately. The home in Nador thus becomes the site of powerlessness for Mimoun's wife and even when he is not present she is bound to a contract of silence and obedience enforced through violence.
When Mimoun leaves for Spain he considers his absence a test: "i es veuria
sija l'havia domesticada prou" (tz4) ["he'd see if he'd brought her sufficíently
to heel" (tz8)].a The word "domesticate" carries an important symbolic weight
as it places the wífe in the home and prohibits her movement from the prívate
or domestic sphere to the pubíc sphere. Mimoun returns home after living in

CatalonÍa for two years and finds his wife so distant and uncomfortable around
him that he immediately suspects she has vÍolated their marriage agreement and
has left the house. This prohibited movement is seen as a transgression of property laws and a direct offense against the patriarch who defines her rofe as wife
and mother. He flies into a rage, accuses his sisters who had been living ín the
same house of complicity, and beats his wife. Even though his suspicions are
unfounded he reiterates his control and power over her by punishing her for the
mere possibility that she has moved from the house and, in doing so, has crossed
the familial boundary of gender hÍerarchy. ln an effort to iustify these violent acts
he interrogates the other women of the house: "Es una puta i vosaltres també
en sou còmplíces. l-lo sé, oi que ha sortit d'aquesta casa? Oí que m'ha desobeit?"
(t4o) ["She's a whore and you're all her accomplices. I know, because she's been
out of the house, hasn't she? She's disobeyed me, hasn't she?" (tr9)]. The displacement of the wife's possible disobedience onto other women not bounded
by the marriage contract establishes the home as a space not only of coniugal
oppression for the wife but as a site of siblíng gender hierarchy as well.
The violence expressed by Mimoun will come backto haunt hím later in the
novel. His early life and upbringing are filled with oppression and sufferíng at the
hands of other men that points to the cyclical nature of masculíne violence within

the family unít. Memory and family become unstable when a young Mimoun
suffocates and kills his infant brother. He is never held responsible for this heinous act and it remains hidden and buried in the family lore as an unspeakable
act of domestíc violence. No one remembers seeing Mimoun around the baby
and the narrator affirms "ni tan sols sabem si ell, a hores d'ara, en recorda alguna
cosa'i (23) ["we don't even know if he, to this day, remembers anything at all"
(t4)] confirming the voluntary amnesia of the family and suggesting that perhaps
an act so unbelievable does not warrant language to validate it. Stable notions
of family and history as true and safe spaces that generate individual identíty are
dísmantled with the inconclusive and ambiguous narrative. The inability to really
know what happened to Mimoun's little brother engages doubt and fear about

the past that will reemerge later in the novel when the víolence of the past

is

rendered present, tangible, visible, and non-negotiable.

Another event presented at the beginning of the novel illustrates the
repeated cycle of violence constantly perpetuated by patríarchy. At the end of
chapter six in the first part of the novel that describes Mimoun's boyhood, a
scene indicates that hís uncle forces him to have sex by reassuring hím that he
will not harm him. The rape is only mentioned fleetingly in the text as "la possibilitat" (3+) ["the realm of possibility" (24)] that his uncle actually violated the
boy and Mimoun never mentions it again. Similar to the death of Mímoun's baby
brother, the violence that is unspeakable garners strength in silence and festers
within the family memory. Mimoun's víolent eruptions toward his wife and daughter that we see in the second part of the novel are cyclÍcally connected to his
troubled home life as a young boy. The rape functíons as a parallel scene to the
last scene of the novel when the female protagonist willíngly engages ín anal sex
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with her uncle. The scenes mirror each other in the sexual act yet the detailed
description given by the narrator at the end of the novel and her bold appropria-

tion of the pain replaces the ambiguity surrounding the first scene wíth young
Mimoun. When the female narrator acts out the transgression and violence gf '
the sexual act, the patríarch is silenced because he cannot bear to see or articulate the destruction of order it implies. Once a victim of sexualviolation, Mímoun
cannot communicate or even understand his daughter's willing participation in
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sodomy. The socio-cultural confines of sodomy among men are broken down
and replaced with a feminine assertion of pleasure, as evidenced in her orgasm
that redirects the power dynamic. The final scene will be analyzed Ín more detail
later as it represents the culmination of the dismantlíng of the traditional home
defined by patriarchal structures such as marriage, language, and sex.
The marriage dynamic is also based on gender roles of domínation and
submission and surfaces in the novel in the father/daughter relatíonship. Once
the young protagonist and her family have moved to Catalonía she finds herself
ín the precarious liminal state between cultures, languages, and traditions. The
young narrator's mobility is threatened when her father forbíds her to leave the
house once she reaches puberty and begins to menstruate. She claíms; "Era la
sang que ho havía espatllat tot. La sang de fer-te dona que fa que toti estiguin
més per tu, que si has de fer aíxò, no fer això, que sí no pots saltar massa fort,
ni muntar al cavall ni obrir massa les cames, que vés a saber" (264) ["Blood had
spoiled everything. The blood that makes you a woman puts everyone on your
back, you must do this, not that, you can't jump too high, ride on horseback or
sit with your legs too far apart, who knows what might happen" (z++)1. Once
her period arrives she must stay in and help her mother w¡th all of the chores,
she is prohibited to go on fieldtrips with her classmates, and she even receives a
beating for accidentally catching a gl¡mpse of a shirtless man on television (267)
[za6]. The home becomes a jail for the protagonist because her father cannot
accept her maturatíon to womanhood symbolized by her menstrual cycle. Her
passage to adulthood makes apparent her reproductive power and sexuality
that separates her from the family unit and specifically from her father's control.
One way for her to cope with her new life ín Catalonia is to embrace the
difference she experiences through language. She immediately begins to read
the Catalan dictíonary in order to pile up the words as an intellectual arsenal that
separates her from her father and f¡'om the history he represents. At the end of
the previously discussed chapter, she records a dictionary entry for the letter
U: "Uabaïna, que és un glucòsid cardíac que inhíbeix el transport actiu del sodi"
(265) l"Uabaiha, a cardiac glucose that inhibits the active transfer of sodium"
(z++)1. This definition suggests the movement or circulation of blood through
the body bringing into focus the importance of a free flowing system. The image
of blood is tied to the protagonist's disillusion wíth her own menstruation and
the rejection of her own body's natural flow. Ubaina, which restricts the flow
of sodium in the blood, symbolically reflects the issues of immobility and prohibition that dominate her existence while menstruating and leave her a captíve

'

in her own home. Her understanding of her own situation and enforced fixity
is summed up in the technícal term from the dictionary she records that inhibits the "active transport" of sodíum. Through wríting and recording the words
she is able to give meaníng to her experience, but most importantly, the use of
Catalan signifies movement away from her father and from the home because
the language offefs an express¡ve connect¡on to the world outside of the home,
the world that operates in Catalan.
The young narrator is caught between two cultures,.between the freedom
implied by Western friendships and romance and the strict obedience to the
patriarch expected of her at home. The home functions as a representative space
of th¡s liminal identity, for it is where she traditionally and historícally belongs
yet from where she yearns to escape. The unhomeliness in the novel speaks to
a restructuring of not only immigrant assimilation but also of female identity.
Bhabha explains: "the recesses of the domestic space become sites for history's
most intricate invasions. ln that displacement, the borders between home and
world become confused; and, ùncannily, the private and the public become part
of each other, forcing upon us a vision that ís as divíded as it is dísorienting" (9).
The private and the public blend together and disorient precisely because of the
gendered ideas of these sPaces. Not only is the home defined by the meshing of
iultural practices and resulting identíties but perhaps more so by the gendered
implications of the prívate and public arenas of experíence. The narrator.'s desire
to move beyond the confines of the family home speaks to the unhomeliness
of her situation, that is to say she confronts her doubly marginal¡zed identity as
immigrant and female by not only moving from the private to the public sphere
but also by renegotiating the gendered hierarchies ímplied in these spaces. ln
embracing this mobility and the desí¡.e to experience her lífe beyond the four
walls of family, she constructs a home that faÍls and then a home that flourishes.
Against the wíshes of her family, the narrator marries a man wíth whom
she has maintained a clandestine relatíonship for several months. The marríage
is short-lived, however, and proves to be a replica of traditíonal hierarchical
marriages that the narator has wítnessed in the past. She describes the relationship as difficult because her husband, who is also Moroccan, does not help
around the house, he leaves without'telling herwhere he is goin$, and loses interest in her sexually. The home that is constructed under the auspice of marríage
does not functíon as she envisions because she realizes that this ingrained behavior based on public and priyate spheres designated as male and female hinder
her mobility. When she asks her husband where he is going at níght he replíes:
"No ho sé, surto i prou" (¡>¡) [t'l don't know, l'm iust going out" (¡oz)] so she
replies that she willjust start to do the same and leaves the house to símply get
away. On one occasion, after a fight, he leaves slamming the door behind him
and she thinks,,io ja començava a pensar que aquell no era el meu destí." (324)
[" l'd already begun to think that wasn't my destiny" (¡o¡)].The disintegration
of ttre marriage, and with it the traditional home, stems from a clash between
gendered concepts of domesticity and the female's desire for mobility that leads
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her to consider how movement equals freedom and possible liberation fiom the
oppressive relationship. ln the narrator's character, the conflation of both public
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and prívate responsibilities that include going to work, studying, and doing the
housework and cooking calls for a reimagined concept of homerthat challenges
the past while taking into account feminist perspectives
changíng one's destiny is a leít motif that appears throughout the novel
as a thread that connects ímmígrant and female identity. The narrator,s father
often wondered if hís home in Morocco or in catalonia held his true destiny and
he often vowed to change and work toward something better. The option to
move and change his destíny is rooted in the economic prospects of success and
wealth while for the female narrator thís same movement from the home implies
liberation frorn patríarchal oppression at the rísk of losing economic stability.
she affrms that her separation from her husband and coniequent move to her
own apartment is because "jo que encara volia ser més llíure,'(3zr)
[,,] simply
wanted to be even freer" (¡oo)]. Destiny can be understood as the predeter,
mination of one's life based on family, tradit¡on, and history. These stabilízing
elements clash wíth the transformation of the home presented in the novel and
allow the narrator to exercise her will to change hêr posítíon wíthín tþe family
híerarchy and within her failing marriage. she is able to understand her own limínal exístence as advantageous when she says "vaig començar a pensar que el
destí me l'havía de fer io" (324)l"ttwas then I began to think I had to make my
own destiny" (¡o¡)]. The end of the novel brings together the historical and the
future, or destiny, in a víolent, shocking scene that dísrupts the controllíng gaze
of the patríarch forever.s
The narrator explains to her mother that she is leaving her husband and has
rented an apartment of her own. Her mother cannot find the words to express
her dismay and only stutters'¡però, però...,, þ26) [,,but, but...,, (3o5)], whÍch
the narrator understands as a complete inability to comprehend the change and
she explains: "era un però enorme a tota la tradició, a tot l'ordre establert que
a ella li havien ensenyat. un ordre que ja s'acabava, almenys en la nostra famÊ
lía" (326) ["the whole situation was one huge 'but' in terms of tradition and the
whole established order they'd taught her. An order that ûas coming to an end,
at least in our family" þo5-o6)]. The rupture of order in this context ís a feminíst reaction to instítutionalízed oppression represented in the novel through
the idea of the patríarch and embodíed ín both the father and the husband. Tñe
home itself is gendered and Bhabha explains that feminism reveals the unhomely and "specifies the patriarchal, gendered nature of civil society" (ro-rr), therefore gender comes to distinguish the public and prívate spheres. By revealing
the unhomely, feminism embraces the shifts and destabilizíng movement that
women's mobility causes.
The home as a site of transgression defines the final chapter when the protagoníst claíms the space as símultaneously public and private in an exhibitíon of
her sexualíty. The narrator invites her uncle, who is passing through Barcelona
on his way to Paris, to stay with her at her apartment. He makes sexual advances
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toward her and she consíders this an opportunity to defy her father, break with
the cultural history that he represents, and control her destiny in an act that
does not simply challenge order.but that renders it silent. when she knows she
will have sex wíth her uncle; she explains "va ser expressament que vaig deixar
les persianes,amunt i el llum obert" (33r) ["] left the shutters up and ti]e líghts
on on purpose" (3ro)], an act that clearly erases the boundary between public
and private, internal and external, the speakable and the unspeakable. with her
home open to public view she has sex wíth her uncle, yet ín another act of transgression he sodomizes her and she describes the experience in liminal terms, .,Í
el dolor no se sabia on s'acabava o on era que continuava amb el plaer,, (332)
["] couldn't decide were pain ended and pleasure began,, (¡lo)]. She reaches
orgasm demonstrating her sexual satisfaction and the confusing, dísoríentíng
pleasure within the pain of the sexual experience. The scene ends with her
father calling from the lobby and "al videoporter va aparèixer la cara del pare,,
$32) ["father's face appeared on the video entry,, þrr)]. The patriarch sees the
unthinkable and she knows that'¡el que havia vist no ho podria explicar,, (332)

["he could never tell anyone what he had seen,, þrr)], thus the sexual transgres:
sion gaíns power and dominance over the patriarch because he cannot reprímand her or punÍsh her because he cannot articulate the meaning of "una traitió
tan fonda" (332) ["such a dire betrayal,'$rr)]. As Folkart explains: ,,[t]he father
is thus rendered silent in punishment for his violence; his gaze has been returned
and he can no longer control his daughter as object. Orgasm ís ,¡la petite mort,,,
as the daughter and the novel climax with the death of the patriarch,, þ73); The
private sex act that is rendered public in the final scene demands silence from
the father as well as from the order and.traditíon that has domínated his part of
the narrative.'¡When the public nature of the social event encounters the silence
of the word Ít may lose its historical composure and closure" (Bhabha r8). ln this
striking final scene, Mimoun loses his position of power (and composure) over
his daughter and ís líterally and symbolically shut out of her home. tt is appropriate that the novel end at this moment for the narrative cannot continue with
words, language has become obsolete because the dismantling of the patríarch
and patriarchal language is complete and what follows defies the ordered logic
of language. No longer is the word of the father necessary to formulate the protagonist's identit¡ yet both the sexual and emotional violence complícate resolutions to gender oppression.6
The pleasure and pain evident in the sexual act marks this moment in the
narrative as the crucial breakíng point with her family and home. ln her analysis of Minnie Bruce Pratt's 1988 essay "ldentity: Skin Blood Heart,,, Mohanty

po¡nts to the importance "of the rísk and terror inherent in breaking through
the wall of home. The consciousness of these contradictions characterízes the
narrative" (9r). The same can be said about El Hachmi,s novel in terms of home
and unhomeliness. Homi Bhabha's domestíc space that confuses personal and
public histories demands a feminist appropriation in terms of the gender roles
ímplied in the idea of "home." Clearly, for the protagonist of El Hachmi,s novel,
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home is both a source for cultural ídentity but also for oppression and if she ís
to overcome the gender inequalities she must also break with the cultural.past
as well. This break or radical movement from the famílíarity of home is similarto
what Mohanty explains as the idea of being and rfot being home as a theoretical
approach to women's identíty and position wíth society. Akin to Bhabha's unhomeliness or "extra-terrítoríal and cross-cultural initiationsr" it is the cruel realization that home is not "safe," but rather a liminal space that oftentimes bears
witness to conflicting ideologies and behaviors. Mohanty explains:

Being'home' refers to the place where one lives within familiar, safe, protected boundaríes; 'not being home' is a matter of realizing that home was
an íllusion of coherence and safety based on the exclusion of specific hlsto-

ries of oppression and resÍstance, the repression of difterences even within

oneself. (9o)
Therefore home becomes unstable and confusing but negotiable in a different
cultural context for Bhabha, but illusory and ultimately oppressive and destructíve for Mohanty. El Hachmí suggests a violent break wíth home thatrSecures
a feminíst assertion of space, place, and power outside and separate from the
false security of a tradítional "home."
The final scene breaks wíth several narrative norms such as closure and
resolution. some critics of the novel may find the open ending unwarranted and
the detailed sexual encounter gratuitous and even degrading to the female character who gives herself to her uncle and allows him to sodomize her in order to
defy the strict order ímposed on her by her father. perhaps she is merely inverting a sexual hierarchy and abusing the power of sex to violate famílial and gender order. However, if we consíder the fundamental break with patriarchy ihat
the character must achieve ín order to gaín a sense of self, then the víolence
becomes a necessary act even Íf it is emotionally and physically painful.T
Mohanty explores the rejection of the father figure as a way to shed cultural practices that may or may not be conscious decisíons women make in theír
day-to-day lives. However, as in the novel, the realization of the falsity of cultural
practices that serve to protect order and institutions such as family and marriage
brings with it víolence and pain. ln her analysis of Pratt's work Mohanty claims:
"The risk of rejectíon by one's own kind, by one's family, when one exceeds the
limits laid out for the self-definítion of the group, is not made easy; again, the
emphasis on her profoundly ambivalent relationship to her father is crucial,'
(ro3). fhe narrator's poínt of view questions Mimoun,s actions and motives
while the doubt surrounding his life and his personal history creates an opening
where his daughter can see the chinks in the patriarchal armor. Her final act
of defiance is fundamental to her sense of self and the old ideas of home as a
protective space are forever shattered. "There is no new place, no new home.,,
(Mohanty 96). Home only exists as part of the law of the father and in order to
break with patríarchy she must also break with the ideoloþical home and the
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comforts and false sense of security that lull her into complacency. The violence
in the novel ínsists on the conflicting nature of the young protagonist's struggle
to separate herself from all she knows, not only her Amazigh heritage but also
supposedly "new" concepts of home in Catalonia. "separatíon and difference
from the father is remembered not only in terms of the possíbilíty of change but
also in relation to the pain of loss, the lonelíness of change, the undiminished
desire for home, for familiarity, for some coexistence of familiarity and difference" (Mohanty 96).
The pain of loss in the final scene translates to a violent, physical pain that
renders the patriarch sp.gechless and thus, powerless. The Lacanian word of
the father has beeri snuffed out by the overt sexuality of the daughter and thís
rupture with tradition comes at the price of pain and its resistance to language.
Elaine Scarry wrítes about the focalization on the body in pain when she claims
"[p]hysical pain does not s¡mply resist language but actively destroys it" (4). This
notion of the unspeakable act of sodomy that links Mimoun's history to his daughter's rebellion results in emotionaland physical pain that actively destroys the
language of the patriarch.s He is rendered silent by the pain he sees and the pain
he recalls from his own experience. Scarry describes the rigidity of pain and "its
resistance to languaga[that] is not simply one of its incídental or accidental attríbutes but is essentialto what it is" (5). ln the same way, the pain that the female
protagonist experiences while engaging ín sodomy with her uncle is necessary
if she is to silence the last patriarch. The pleasure she experiences, however, is a
kind of jouíssance that she cannot describe but only experience through her body

and it gives her the power of expression beyond the boundaries of patriarchal
language in order to permit her to be in the moment sexually as she experiences
the fusion of pleasure and pain, rupture and closure, home and unhomeliness.
ln the novel, the relationships between home, movement, and liberation
define the destiny of the main character. The struggle to understand and finally embrace the'space of confusion and liminality caused by immigration and
unhomliness teads to an unconventíonal victory over the patríarch. By exhibiting
her.sexuatity in a'display of transgression against her family and social "norms"
for women, the narrator is finally glanted the freedom she has sought as her
destiny. The overt sexuality at the end of the novel breaks down gendered constructions of publíc and private and therefore of masculine and feminíne spaces.
The traditionally conceived home, or the female space of duty and entrapment,
is exposed as a site of sexual pain and pleasure, of transgression and emotíonal
violence the breaks down patriarchal control. This rupture with the past must be
violent and painful if it is to be effective, as it must break with all concepts of the
"comforts" of home that hide the ingrained gendered hierarchy. The novel also
breaks with traditional storytelling as the narrative leaves us hanging ín mid air,
in that uncomfortable space beyond language and beyond culture. What comes
next is not articulated but it exists outside of what the last patriarch imagined:
there is no going home.
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1. Na¡at El Hachmi was bom in Morocco in 1979 and immigrated to Catalonia with her family
when she was 8 years old. She studied Arabic literature at the University of Barcelona and has
published several works. Jo t¿mbé sócCatalanall amAlso Catalan] (zoo4) ís an autobiographical account of her immigration experience and the novel Uúltim patríarcalThe LastPatriarchf
(zoo8) was awarded the prestigious Premi de Lletras Catalanas Ramon Llull. She published La
caçadora de cossoslThe Body Hunter] in zotr.
2. Dan¡ela Flesler's book The Return of the Moor (zoo8) looks at how the historical legacy of
more than seven hundred years of Arabic presence in the lberian Peninsula shapes current
preiudices toward Moroccan immigrants. Michael Ugarte's zoro study titledAfricansinEurope
traces the exile and immígration of North Afrícans, and particularly the "uneasy relationship
between Spain and Equatorial Guinea" (r7). Susan Martin-Márquez's Disorientations:Spønish
Colonialism ín Africa and the Performonce of ldentity (zoo8) focuses on Spanish national identities g¡ven the long-standing relationship between the lberian Peninsula and Africa. Kàthleen
McNerney's more recent article "Between Borders: Moroccan Mþrationttfrom zoi4 address
intertextuality in works by El Hachmi and Laila Lalami. These studies focus on this uneasiness
or tension brought about by migratory movement and cultural misunderstanding.
3. Tabea Alexis Linhard points out the profound nostalgia and melancholy that pervades
immigrant literature ¡n the negotiation of transcultural identities. What I propose to read in El
Hachmi's novel is a more radical, violent relationship with the past.
4. All quotes ¡n English are from Peter Bush's ¿oro translation of the novel.
5. Throughout the novel, the narrator refers to Catalan writer Mercè Rodoredlånd her novel
La plaça del Diamant. This recurring reference to a literary foremother brings up an ínteresting
intertextual relationship in terms of l¡terary history and cross-cultural identity. The question
of destiny comes into play during the last scene when the narrator claims that she in fact is
not Rodoreda, but must undo the established order that has come before her. For an in-depth
analysis of the Rodoreda intertext in El Hachmi's novel see Everly.
6. Folkart discusses at length the non-conformist ending that avoids typical "Eurocentric and
Hispano-African models of development"(37t).
7. Cristián Ricci analyzes this last scene as a subversive bodily act in that the penetration
undermines her biological womanhood because it is not an act of procreation (85).
8, Whíle the final act of sodomy in the novel is unexpected and used to a violent end, I do
not wish to promote a hetero-normative reading of this work suggesting that sodomy is in
any way an abnormal, necessarily violent, or undes¡rable practice. The pleasure the narrator
experiences certainly suggests otherwise.
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